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ABSTRACT
The perception of grouping structure in music is one of the most fundamental and yet poorly
understood aspects of listening. Grouping structure refers to how a listener divides a sequence
of sounds into segments, and groups these segments together recursively. This process is
somewhat automatic at the shortest timescales, but modelling how the mind forms larger
groups is a formidable challenge. I will present two projects that seek to improve our
understanding of what musical attributes listeners are most likely to focus on.
The first is a study of the correlation between acoustic changes and the perception of
boundaries, and is based on an analysis of SALAMI, a large collection of structural annotations.
While datasets like this are generally used for evaluating analysis algorithms, we have
repurposed SALAMI to study the inverse problem: deducing how listeners interpret acoustic
signals as structured events. We computed smoothed differential functions of a number of
musical features and observed how often moments of change coincided with boundaries and
non-boundaries. Reinforcing and extending results from psychological experiments, we found
that a change in some musical feature is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a point in
time to be considered a boundary, and that the number of simultaneous changes in different
musical features correlates with the salience of the boundary.
In the second project, we developed a tool that seeks to identify the acoustic parameters a
listener was plausibly focusing on when they analyzed the piece. Our approach uses multiple
self-similarity matrices, which are often used to detect repeated patterns for music structure
analysis. Using Quadratic Programming, we find the optimal piece-wise combination of matrices
to reproduce the listener’s analysis, resulting in a time-series estimate of the listener’s
attentional focus. Examples illustrate many aspects of listener disagreements, such as the
origin and independent plausibility of conflicting interpretations.
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